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Gender, Violence and Social Change 
 

 
Professor Alison Phipps, Newcastle University 
alison.phipps@newcastle.ac.uk 
 
 
This eight-week module aims to give students an advanced grounding in the political sociology of 
gender and violence. Sexual violence is a serious and persistent social problem which has been 
extremely difficult to address. One of the reasons for this is that attempts to tackle it fail to 
appreciate the role it plays in intersecting structures, and instead try to use oppressive systems 
against each other. 
 
The readings explore how sexual violence is a pivot for the intersecting systems of heteropatriarchy 
and colonial racial capitalism. Acts and threats of violence impose binary gender and extract free 
social reproduction, while imputations and punishment of violence justify colonial expansion and 
military-industrial projects, border regimes and the prison-industrial complex. By using prison, 
bordering and war to end sexual violence, we are therefore trying to use one hand of oppression 
against the other. 
 
Drawing on abolitionist thought and practice, the texts also engage in critical conversations about 
how to intervene in this process and how initiatives to end sexual violence can dismantle oppressive 
systems rather than strengthening them.  
 
Through this material you can broaden and deepen your reading and thinking, develop as 
autonomous scholars and researchers, and perhaps even be inspired towards activism and 
organising for social change.  
 
My name is Alison Phipps, and I am Professor of Sociology at Newcastle. I have been researching, 
teaching and writing about sexual violence since 2005, and during that time have also been an 
activist focusing first on sexual violence against students, and more lately on intersectional and 
abolitionist approaches to ending sexual violence. I co-authored (with Isabel Young) the first 
national study of ‘lad culture’ and violence against students, led (with Pam Alldred) a pan-European 
project which trained almost 1250 university staff in disclosure response, founded (with Liz 
McDonnell and Jess Taylor) the Changing University Cultures collective, and founded (with Tina 
Sikka and Nikki Godden-Rasul) Abolition Feminism for Ending Sexual Violence. This module is 
grounded in my knowledge and experience, and I hope you will enjoy it.  
 
CONTENT WARNING: almost all these texts engage with the issue of sexual violence, and all 
engage with difficult issues. Some content might be emotionally challenging, so please be 
aware of this.   

mailto:alison.phipps@newcastle.ac.uk
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/gps/staff/profile/alisonphipps.html
https://phipps.space/
https://phipps.space/
https://phipps.space/books/
https://phipps.space/books/
https://nusdigital.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/document/documents/60234/6f58ca21ef104f4f3df66fc5ae335a41/Thats_What_She_Said_-_Full_Report.pdf?X-Amz-Expires=10000&X-Amz-Date=20220722T114527Z&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEBMaCWV1LXdlc3QtMSJHMEUCIEWmS5pDEr5atY%2BNqV4FkZPwjAIEDScZC59rhCVZa%2BKBAiEA6aYvZoRjg1GkblkgF2dsOk5%2BveGGgUTf5Z1GqZVH0VEqiQQIXBAAGgw4NzkyMjgzNDAzMzgiDAFkPYCQMeas0uookirmA%2FtXPRr7yLArPZWdcEvCBAjrKEwJsSj8ed8G6osBE%2FX9ZYe6vLI5tRDjEzl6aSYP6gkZ9A5G9hz07Tw4GrVQRN6YfdQnSIYwilEaevvUw0JQit048iOMLQMhBERxPWXD%2BlTKxu3BkaohIBxhvQeOP6HurwQYtNM5xOxarvpaYzXm9cgKzGs%2BbA%2BFD%2FKf%2BarFQr4TSfkrC8XeWU8CyjAq2caV99Nx8OGRVOxtPa4H4GtQ798VwcwX0S%2B%2BKsOoIfLJpE2A2xdHI4OGnXThVuHH9c%2FCi3sWPHsN8OugGtE5AjrqRhQzNmn9xo7UQTIiD8%2F5cdW%2BSTz79in2CxCnLpqePmr0Hgn4kkkQ1kn1JxAmldvBbDnD3EyTshkDNEhSzf6HREVfuIIT4471OpSq%2B4fTzjHaanbAklJiT7PaUEbn4THC42%2FakX9h6x1MQAND%2F1QbE%2BNK18%2FIQ%2FSOHVpH%2FGPcUuWWMIGWs97zydfqx%2FHHItU0AK2Z838rqCYjjCDc0vRCe0sFIPHqh%2F2XDnrA3v0a%2FbeXsaPCRCq6DHLTy4V5%2F0VKf6rgBj7Jb%2Fuptpcr9Ov4KEEE%2BZhlojD5QGLLG9ym2QPnLliZtsZXaZ7H8gQVs20aN0emU%2FlKEWSb2JMIMlrT%2BObf7JcAbzCd9emWBjqlAWKcqFZ7eEnbuN33c4HLcMcKGCW2ONueSjtIBYv12ryNM0wYV0yxP98PAgG3ZNuZMOEnkuu4vb5%2B%2BD5kppW9jEGTeUThFOhVaM6CBRphO5pc1IiT7mw04vRG6jl%2FMGXNu1vDlpIlDf5e8fQO6DJ8wUkfXJ6pQ%2FPGM%2F2BhNL6DBHZ%2FiaYBherMhgKKLSk07OqkAkozxDy7UZbswyP07rf1%2BpxZrB%2Fpg%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=ASIA4ZNQXZBZNZB3F3IT%2F20220722%2Feu-west-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=1b11021f62ed707f6139c468eb0577e44a0fec8eded798f572c5ccfb27114e43
https://nusdigital.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/document/documents/60234/6f58ca21ef104f4f3df66fc5ae335a41/Thats_What_She_Said_-_Full_Report.pdf?X-Amz-Expires=10000&X-Amz-Date=20220722T114527Z&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEBMaCWV1LXdlc3QtMSJHMEUCIEWmS5pDEr5atY%2BNqV4FkZPwjAIEDScZC59rhCVZa%2BKBAiEA6aYvZoRjg1GkblkgF2dsOk5%2BveGGgUTf5Z1GqZVH0VEqiQQIXBAAGgw4NzkyMjgzNDAzMzgiDAFkPYCQMeas0uookirmA%2FtXPRr7yLArPZWdcEvCBAjrKEwJsSj8ed8G6osBE%2FX9ZYe6vLI5tRDjEzl6aSYP6gkZ9A5G9hz07Tw4GrVQRN6YfdQnSIYwilEaevvUw0JQit048iOMLQMhBERxPWXD%2BlTKxu3BkaohIBxhvQeOP6HurwQYtNM5xOxarvpaYzXm9cgKzGs%2BbA%2BFD%2FKf%2BarFQr4TSfkrC8XeWU8CyjAq2caV99Nx8OGRVOxtPa4H4GtQ798VwcwX0S%2B%2BKsOoIfLJpE2A2xdHI4OGnXThVuHH9c%2FCi3sWPHsN8OugGtE5AjrqRhQzNmn9xo7UQTIiD8%2F5cdW%2BSTz79in2CxCnLpqePmr0Hgn4kkkQ1kn1JxAmldvBbDnD3EyTshkDNEhSzf6HREVfuIIT4471OpSq%2B4fTzjHaanbAklJiT7PaUEbn4THC42%2FakX9h6x1MQAND%2F1QbE%2BNK18%2FIQ%2FSOHVpH%2FGPcUuWWMIGWs97zydfqx%2FHHItU0AK2Z838rqCYjjCDc0vRCe0sFIPHqh%2F2XDnrA3v0a%2FbeXsaPCRCq6DHLTy4V5%2F0VKf6rgBj7Jb%2Fuptpcr9Ov4KEEE%2BZhlojD5QGLLG9ym2QPnLliZtsZXaZ7H8gQVs20aN0emU%2FlKEWSb2JMIMlrT%2BObf7JcAbzCd9emWBjqlAWKcqFZ7eEnbuN33c4HLcMcKGCW2ONueSjtIBYv12ryNM0wYV0yxP98PAgG3ZNuZMOEnkuu4vb5%2B%2BD5kppW9jEGTeUThFOhVaM6CBRphO5pc1IiT7mw04vRG6jl%2FMGXNu1vDlpIlDf5e8fQO6DJ8wUkfXJ6pQ%2FPGM%2F2BhNL6DBHZ%2FiaYBherMhgKKLSk07OqkAkozxDy7UZbswyP07rf1%2BpxZrB%2Fpg%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=ASIA4ZNQXZBZNZB3F3IT%2F20220722%2Feu-west-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=1b11021f62ed707f6139c468eb0577e44a0fec8eded798f572c5ccfb27114e43
https://usvreact.eu/
https://usvreact.eu/
https://chuclblog.wordpress.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vR5WDxVRnIbIyi-isaKdSSiZUQS9eShuxuy3b6neM-PFJeM5UxAV4GFYw310eLNc6j10sJbvkxdNFCz/pub
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Reading list and reading prompts (key readings in bold) 
 

 
 

Week 1: the creation of heteropatriarchy and the origins of sexual violence  
 
This week goes deep into history and explores ideas about why sexual violence may have emerged. 
How does sexual violence both reflect and produce men’s domination over women, and how did 
patriarchal gender relations intersect with early modes of economic production?  
 
Lerner, Gerda. 1986. The Creation of Patriarchy. Oxford: Oxford University Press  
Brownmiller, Susan. 1975. Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape. Harmondsworth: Penguin  
Davis, Angela. 1981. Women, Race and Class. New York: Random House 
Griffin, Susan. 1986. Rape: the Politics of Consciousness. New York: Open Road Integrated Media   
 

Week 1 reading prompts/discussion questions 
1. What, according to Lerner, is the likely origin of widespread violence against women?  
2. How does her theorisation differ from those of Brownmiller and Griffin?  
3. Why, building on Davis and Lerner, is it impossible to understand sexual violence using a one-

dimensional gendered analysis?  
 

Week 1 additional resources 
If you are new to the study of gender, you might find my Feminism 101 lectures useful. If you have 
not come across the idea of intersectionality before, now is the time to introduce yourselves to it. 
Kimberlé Crenshaw popularized the term – you can watch her Ted talk here. You might also want to 
watch this documentary about the life of Ida B. Wells-Barnett. 
 

Week 2: gender-based violence in the transition to capitalism  
 
This week explores the relationships between racial capitalism and gender-based violence, again 
through a historical lens and drawing on the concept of social reproduction. What types of labour 
does capitalism both rely on and need to locate outside the formal economy? How is this labour 
extracted, often through violence? How is this gendered, classed, and raced?  
 
Federici, Sylvia. 2004. Caliban and the Witch: women, the body, and primitive accumulation. 

London: Penguin  
Bhattacharya, Tithi (ed). 2017. Social Reproduction Theory: Remapping Class, Recentering 

Oppression. London: Pluto 
Mies, Maria. 1986. Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale. London: Zed Books  
Rubin, Gayle. 1990. ‘The Traffic in Women: Notes on the “Political Economy” of Sex’, in Karen 

Hansen and Ilene Philipson, eds., Women, Class and the Feminist Imagination, pp74-113. 
Philadelphia: Temple Press  

 

  

https://phipps.space/feminism-101/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akOe5-UsQ2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ML8XiKVStWQ
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Week 2 reading prompts/discussion questions 
1. What role, according to Federici, did violence against women play in the transition to capitalism?  
2. Drawing on Bhattacharya and Mies, what do we mean by the term social reproduction and why 

does this labour often need to be extracted violently? 
3. What does Rubin mean by ‘the political economy of sex’ and why is it useful to think about this?  
 

Week 2 additional resources 
If you are unfamiliar with the concept, it would be useful to do some background reading on racial 
capitalism this week. Try Alana Lentin’s website, this interview with Gargi Bhattacharyya and this 
article by Arun Kundani to start with. This video lecture by Lisa Tilley and this short film with Ruth 
Wilson Gilmore are also useful.  
 

Week 3: the coloniality of sexual violence 
 
This week covers the coloniality of gender and how this relied/relies on sexual violence. The texts 
look at how widespread sexual violence against colonised women and people of other genders 
(especially people we would perhaps now call ‘gender-fluid’) interacted with a sexualised fear of ‘the 
savage’ used to control colonised men.  
 
Deer, Sarah. 2015. The Beginning and End of Rape: confronting sexual violence in Native 

America. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press  
Lugones, Maria. 2008. ‘The Coloniality of Gender’, in Worlds & Knowledges Otherwise (Spring): 1-

17  
McClintock, Anne. 1995. Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest. 

New York: Routledge  
Oyěwùmí, Oyèrónké. 1997. The Invention of Women: Making an African Sense of Western Gender 

Discourses. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press  
 

Week 3 reading prompts/discussion questions 
1. What role, according to Deer, did sexual violence play in the colonisation of the Americas?  
2. How, as argued by McClintock, did colonialism co-construct gender, sexuality and race?  
3. What does Lugones mean by the coloniality of gender, and can we use her work alongside that 

of Deer, Oyěwùmí and others to talk about the coloniality of sexual violence?  
 

Week 3 additional resources 
There is a good introduction to the coloniality of gender on the website Global Social Theory. This 
interview with Kyla Schuller is an interesting discussion about ‘race science’ and its intersections 
with gender, and here is another interview about her work. This talk by France Villarta on the 
gender-fluid history of the Philippines is very interesting, and this is a useful overview of some other 
gender-fluid cultures. 
 

Week 4: slavery, sexual abuse and the myth of the Black rapist 
 
This week builds on the previous one, looking at how acts, threats imputations and punishment of 
sexual violence all played a central role in chattel slavery and its aftermath in the US. Alongside 
widespread sexual violence against enslaved and Black women, ‘protecting white women’ was a 
euphemism for protecting white supremacy, and allegations of rape were a pretext for brutal 
violence against Black individuals and the terrorisation of communities.  
 
Davis, Angela. 1981. Women, Race and Class. New York: Random House  
Hartman, Saidiya. 1997. Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-

Century America. Oxford: Oxford University Press 
Mbembe, Achille. 2003. ‘Necropolitics (translated by Libby Meintjes)’, in Public Culture 15(1): 11-40 
Spillers, Hortense. 1987. ‘Mama's Baby, Papa's Maybe: An American Grammar Book’, in Diacritics 

https://www.alanalentin.net/2021/11/02/introduction-to-racial-capitalism/
https://decolonisegeography.com/blog/2022/04/everyday-geographies-of-racial-capitalism-an-interview-with-gargi-bhattacharyya/
https://www.kundnani.org/what-is-racial-capitalism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QMKAYBIZJk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CS627aKrJI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CS627aKrJI
https://globalsocialtheory.org/topics/coloniality-of-gender/
https://podcasts.apple.com/tr/podcast/interview-kyla-schuller-on-race-science-biopolitics/id879272845?i=1000406895328
https://soundcloud.com/c19podcast/s01e08-sex-power-and-nineteenth-century-science-a-conversation-with-kyla-schuller
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6xuJu7gLe0
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2017/11/181624/gender-fluid-examples-history
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17(2): 64-81  
 

Week 4 reading prompts/discussion questions 
1. What functions, according to Davis, does the myth of the Black rapist serve? 
2. How, drawing on Hartman and Spillers, did slavery shape ideas of gender and sexuality through 

both acts and imputations of sexual violence? 
3. What role might the punishment of sexual violence play in the operation of necropolitics?  
 

Week 4 additional resources 
This Millennials are Killing Capitalism podcast is a useful introduction to the idea of necrocapitalism, 
and this article by Françoise Vergès covers many similar themes. This interview with Jessie 
Daniels, author of Nice White Ladies, is well worth a listen, and this video lecture by Danielle 
McGuire shows how central sexual violence was to the US Civil Rights movement. 
 

Week 5: ‘dangerous brown men’ in the War on Terror 
 
This week examines how imputations of sexual danger serve neocolonial projects and systems, 
focusing particularly on the War on Terror. The material asks questions about how and why 
‘women’s safety’ is weaponised in contemporary military interventions and border regimes, often by 
individuals, groups and institutions that also perpetrate widespread sexual violence.  
 
Bhattacharyya, Gargi. 2008. Dangerous Brown Men: Exploiting Sex, Violence and Feminism 

in the 'War on Terror'. London: Zed Books  
Ahmed, Leila. 1992. Women and Gender in Islam. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press 
Puar, Jasbir K. 2007. Terrorist Assemblages: homonationalism in queer times. Durham, NC: Duke 

University Press  
Spivak, Gayatri. 1985. ‘Can the subaltern speak?’ in Rosalind Morris (ed) Can the Subaltern 

Speak? Reflections on the history of an idea. New York: Columbia University Press  
 

Week 5 reading prompts/discussion questions 
1. How, according to Bhattacharyya, was feminism exploited in the War on Terror and how did this 

rely on imputations of sexual danger?  
2. How does the colonial feminist dynamic of ‘white men saving brown women from brown men’, 

as defined by Spivak and Ahmed, work? 
3. What is homonationalism as defined by Puar, and how is it related to sexual violence? 
 

Week 5 additional resources 
The Always Already podcast is a great resource, and they have a selection of episodes covering 
post-, de-, and anti-colonial theories and politics. This lecture by Lila Abu-Lughod is a very rich 
discussion of colonial feminism. If you want a more applied example of these ideas which is more 
local, you could look into the ‘Muslim grooming gangs’ trope in England – try this article and this one 
for a start.  
 

Week 6: ‘protecting (white) women’ in the contemporary far right 
 
This week continues to examine the trope of ‘protecting (white) women’ and explores how this has 
been employed by the contemporary far right in campaigns against immigrants and trans people, 
amongst other groups. The texts also explore how some feminists have become complicit with these 
agendas, often through political activism focused on sexual violence.  
 
Farris, Sara. R. 2017. In the Name of Women's Rights: The Rise of Femonationalism. Durham, 

NC: Duke University Press  
Mondon, Aurelien and Winter, Aaron. 2020. Reactionary Democracy: How racism and the populist 

right became mainstream. London: Verso  

https://millennialsarekillingcapitalism.libsyn.com/capitalism-generates-death-worlds-on-necrocapitalism-with-alyson-escalante-j-moufawad-paul-and-devin-zane-shaw
https://www.e-flux.com/journal/100/269165/capitalocene-waste-race-and-gender/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/white-feminism-interview-with-jessie-daniels-author/id1548850216?i=1000552289134
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/white-feminism-interview-with-jessie-daniels-author/id1548850216?i=1000552289134
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCqjlCY2L-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCqjlCY2L-s
https://alwaysalreadypodcast.wordpress.com/tag/postcolonialism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQXwiAXlsrI
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/dec/19/home-office-report-grooming-gangs-not-muslim
https://english.alaraby.co.uk/opinion/media-manufacturing-muslim-grooming-gangs-crisis
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Pearce, Ruth et al. 2020. ‘TERF wars: an introduction’, in The Sociological Review 68(4): 677-698 
Walia, Harsha. 2021. Border & Rule: Global Migration, Capitalism, and the Rise of Racist 

Nationalism. Chicago: Haymarket Books  
 

Week 6 reading prompts/discussion questions  
1. What is femonationalism, according to Farris, and how does it continue older colonial feminist 

dynamics?  
2. What, drawing on Walia and Mondon & Winter, is the relationship between the borders of nation, 

the borders of race and the borders of gender and sexuality?  
3. Why, according to Pearce et al, are trans people currently being defined as a sexual threat by 

the contemporary far right?  
 

Week 6 additional resources 
This podcast on ‘conspiracy Mums’ is definitely worth a listen. Sophie Lewis offers a comprehensive 
and insightful breakdown of trans-exclusionary feminism on the Politics Theory Other podcast. Molly 
Smith, Ella Cockbain and Emily Kenway have an interesting conversation in this podcast on ‘The 
Truth About Modern Slavery.’ 
 

Week 7: the trouble with mainstream feminism 
 
This week examines more closely how some groups of feminists (usually white feminists in the 
mainstream of the movement) can become complicit with reactionary agendas, especially via 
concerns about women’s victimisation and sexual violence. The texts ask critical questions about 
why this occurs, grounded in an intersectional and structural analysis of what sexual violence does 
in racial capitalism.  
 
Phipps, Alison. 2020. Me, Not You: the trouble with mainstream feminism. Manchester: 

Manchester University Press  
Gruber, Aya. The Feminist War on Crime: the unexpected role of mass incarceration in women’s 

liberation. Oakland: University of California Press  
Hamad, Ruby. 2019. White Tears, Brown Scars. Melbourne: Melbourne University Press. 
Serisier, Tanya. 2018. Speaking Out: Feminism, Rape and Narrative Politics. Basingstoke: Palgrave 

MacMillan 
 

Week 7 reading prompts/discussion questions 
1. What is political whiteness, as defined by Phipps, and how does this relate to ideas about 

victimhood? 
2. What, according to Gruber, is the relationship between feminism and mass incarceration?  
3. Drawing on Serisier and Hamad, how might the act of ‘speaking out’ about sexual violence be 

racialised and classed?  
 

Week 7 additional resources  
The Combahee River Collective statement is a piece of Black feminist history. Aileen Moreton-
Robinson’s book Talkin’ Up to the White Woman is also a feminist classic, and this video lecture 
celebrates its twentieth anniversary. This excerpt from Molly Smith and Juno Mac’s book Revolting 
Prostitutes describes how sex workers were the original feminists, and this article by Shalini Nair on 
the Dignity March in India is well worth a read. 
 

Week 8: transforming harm in abolitionist frameworks 
 
This week covers the question: ‘what should we do?’ Answers to this are offered through abolitionist 
frameworks which are expansive and intersectional, and do not try to end violence by doing 
violence. The material also covers the practical concept of non-reformist reforms.  
 

https://www.3cr.org.au/yeahnahpasaran/episode-202010081630/annie-kelly-conspiracy-mums
https://soundcloud.com/poltheoryother/21-sophie-lewis-on-trans-exclusionary-radical-feminism
https://www.plutobooks.com/blog/podcast-the-truth-about-modern-slavery/
https://www.blackpast.org/african-american-history/combahee-river-collective-statement-1977/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooUCCF4M6mk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/nepj5m/revolting-prostitutes-book-excerpt-feminist-sex-workers
https://www.vice.com/en/article/nepj5m/revolting-prostitutes-book-excerpt-feminist-sex-workers
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/metoo-in-delhi-today-over-5000-survivors-of-sexual-assault-5595613/
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Davis, Angela et al. 2022. Abolition. Feminism. Now. New York: Penguin Books 
Akbar, Amna A. 2020. ‘Demands for a democratic political economy’, in Harvard Law Review Forum 

134: 90-118   
Gilmore, Ruth Wilson. 2022. Abolition Geography. New York: Verso 
 

Week 8 reading prompts/discussion questions 
1. What, according to Davis et al, are the key characteristics of abolition feminism?  
2. Drawing on Gilmore, what role does the criminal punishment system play in racial capitalism?  
3. How does Akbar define ‘non-reformist reforms’ and how is this a useful tool?  
 

Week 8 additional resources  
This conversation between Aviah Sarah Day of Sisters Uncut, Gina Dent and Beth Richie is a great 
introduction to abolition feminism. This one, between Gail Lewis, Miss Major, Zoé Samudzi and 
Hortense Spillers (chaired by Akwugo Emejulu), is a very generative discussion.  
 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D229GBIsBKc
https://www.nts.live/shows/revolution-is-not-a-one-time-event/episodes/the-masters-tools-will-never-dismantle-the-masters-house-3rd-august-2020
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